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The Combination of Petri Nets and Queueing
Theory
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Abstract:In this paper, We reviews that most of the articles
under the topics petri net (PN), stochastic petri net (SPN),
collared petri net (CPN), timed petri net (TPN) and queueing
theory(queueing network) were created models and methods
independently. After review we came to a conclusion, that the
combination of petri net and queueing theory types is used to
reduce the implementation cost on the applications. This
literature survey shows the outline of recent works done using
petri net(SPN,CPN,TPN) and queueing theory models in
different applications. The main aim of the queueing theory is to
reduce the waiting time, delays in travels, cost. So future research
and extension to further the fruitful applications reducing delays
using the combination of petri net (SPN,CPN,TPN) and
queueing theory (queueing network) are discussed in this article.
Keywords: Petri nets, Stochastic petri nets, Queueing theory,
Queueing network.

I.

INTRODUCTION:

Petri nets are divided into many types. Mani Balakrishnan et
al. [24], Shafiekhani et.al [31], Sunita Kumawat [33]
explained petri nets types with examples. Andrea Bobbio
[3], Tadao Murata [34] explained PN in a graphical form
and they described PN formalism will be useful for all basic
learners to evaluate complex stochastic system. Harrison
[19] have been down Some works on product form but
simonetta Balsona et al. [32] first time gave combination to
product form with stochastic petri nets. After the
combination of SPN and product form model . Andrea
Marin et al. [1] found and extended product form for SPN
and for queueing network to allow some new kind of
customers called signals. Rasha Osman et al. [28] used
product-form SPN in closed queueing network.
Then now the recent papers cassio L.M.Belusso et al.
[12] made a study on petri net, Markov chain and queueing
theory. Arun Veeramany [4] Explained how to improve
Morkov process model and its application of
development.Daniel Eisenberger et al. [13] worked in this
petri nets with its application part on railway vehicles. Then
Daniel proposed a new application with the combination of
Abridged petri nets and Monti corlo simulation method.
Salvatore Distefano et al. [29] used non-markovian SPN for
marking dependency to allow the features like steady-state
transient. This paper application part is not deals with
delays, so they did not combine with queueing network.
Xianqiong zhao et al.

[36] this paper also deals with SPN and Monte Corlo
simulation method to check and verify safety integrity level.
Ting yan [35] gave introduction to queueing network and its
type. Falko Bause et al. [14] and Gianfranco Balbo et al.
[18] and peter J. hass [27] gave introduction to SPN.
S.Mehdi vahidipour et al. [25] introduced adaptive
probabilistic PA (PPA) mechanism instead of priority
assignment and introduced method analyzed using adaptive
SPN. Balbo.G et .al [7] example of QN are applied its
parameters in GSPN and vise versa. But they did not
combine two models in the explanation part.
Bause [8] analyzed combination of queueing and petri net.
Bause [9] found a model which combines Petri net and
queueing network to explain scheduling strategies with
queueing network. Becker et al. [10] defined the modeling
tool called petri net including queueing network . then
Becker et al. [11] is extension of [7]. Falko Bause et al. [15]
This paper describes a new kind of Queueing petri net tool
and analysed the extension of queueing petri net called
HQPN
Samuel Kounev et al. [30] gave an introduction to queueing
petri net and he combined queueing network and SPN.
Murata et al. [26] reviewed properties, application and
analysis of Petri nets. Hoon choi et al. [20] clearly explained
about the types of stochastic petri net like SPN, Generalised
SPN, ESPN, DSPN etc.., then newly introduced Morkovian
regenerative SPN. Florin.G et al. [16] made a survey about
SPN.
Gerard Florin et. al [17] In this paper QN is consider as a
unbounded SPN and they include a parameter called
synchronization to correlated arrival and departure. Kok
Mun Ng et. al [21] this paper is about the manuscript of petri
Nets application in urban traffic control, Modeling and
Analysis. Leonardo Brenner et. al [23] in this paper they
formed MQNA software tool and assumed proper solution
for a queueing networks. For model MQNA they generates
SAN and SPN formalism's.
Ajmone Marsan [5] gave a brief introduction about SPN
and its contents will give more knowledge to person who
ever do not know the basics of SPN also. [5] Paper contain
applications and open problem for future work.
Konev.S [22] to get an accurate result, he used queueing
petri nets model in software engineering system. Anne
Bouillard [2] found algorithms for closed Queueing network
called coupling from the past. Baris Baspinar [6] they first
investigated the delays in airports and connectivity of that
particular airports. Then they reduced the delays by using
queueing network model.
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II.

RESULT DESCRIPTION AND CONCLUSION

In this manuscript of petri net paper, we analysed that, most
of the articles used individual models like Petri net, morkov
and queueing theory separately. But it is not effective to
reduce cost are delay on the applications. Implementation
cost got reduced while combining Petri nets or Markov or
queueing theory and applying it on the applications like
railways, airport and transportations.
From this analysis, it is very clear that when we combine
petri nets and queueing theory we can reduce the cost of the
application. In future studies, we can use types of petri net
(SPN,CPN,TPN) and queueing theory (Markovien,
queueing network) to reduce a delay rates on
transportation's.
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